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„Alexa. She is my best friend.“

OR

"Alexa. It's actually a software that's programmed like this: It spits out 

the answers I want to hear. So the computer somehow calculates: Have 

there been similar questions before? And which answers did other 

children like? And they do that so that I use it more and more and more. 
Because they earn money with it. It is also not the voice of a real woman. They've cut together a lot of voices. 

Unlike Siri. They used the voice of Heike Hagen for that.“

Student Voice from Alanus Analogue Digidactics Project (7th grade)





● www.unblackthebox.org

● The alternative checklist

04/23

http://www.unblackthebox.org/
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What is AI?

The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that 

normally require human intelligence [1].

Classic examples: visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation 

between languages

Modern examples: Climate predictions, image generation, text generation, music 

generation, recommender systems, autonomous driving

[1] https://www.oxfordreference.com/display/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095426960;jsessionid=4F7901D1C3934283BFC886D86BD162A5



Source: https://1spatial.com/news-events/2021/why-a-rules-based-plus-a-machine-learning-hybrid-approach/



ChatGPT

Language Models



Example of Rule-based AI

Source: https://divis.io/en/2019/04/understanding-ai-part-3-methods-of-symbolic-ai/



ChatGPT

Language Models



Machine Learning

Algorithms that “learn” from data, no prior knowledge given

“A type of artificial intelligence in which computers use huge amounts of data to learn how to do tasks rather than 

being programmed to do them” [1]

For the weather example that would mean

- We collect data with [weather, bring umbrella?, wear coat?, stay home?]

- The algorithm “learns” the pattern

- Then outputs what to do for a given weather, for example just do what the most 

people do

Goal/task of Machine Learning, if there is new weather still give a good prediction

[1] https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/machine-learning

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/artificial-intelligence


Simple Machine Learning Algorithm

1. Collect data: [temperature, ice cream sales]

Source: https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/linear-regression
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Simple Machine Learning Algorithm

1. Collect data: [temperature, ice cream sales] (blue points)

2. Fit a line through points (dotted line)

3. Then you can make a new prediction for any temperature (at 20°C red dot)

The more data 

available the 

better 

predictions work!



How to we find the dotted line?

Minimize error!

The process of finding the best line is called training



Linear regression mathematically

Trying to find intercept c and slope m, such that the data is best described by 

y=m*x+c

Ice cream example: x temperature, y sales  

Source: https://medium.com/@sachin.hs20/simple-linear-regression-using-example-e4e2a89df54c



Data can be more complex

We do not have to only use a line, we can use any function we want to

Source: https://juanitorduz.github.io/gaussian_process_reg/



ChatGPT

Language Models



Neural Networks

Neural Networks are a kind of Machine Learning (an algorithm/computer program 

that is given data and then make prediction for unseen inputs)

Neural Networks are known as arbitrary function approximators, in case we have 

dependencies that are much more complex than a line

Neural Networks are inspired by the human brain

Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/the-differences-between-artificial-

and-biological-neural-networks-a8b46db828b7



Neural Network standard example

Source: https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/5160467/Image-Classification-Using-Neural-Networks-in-NET

Input

Output

Some calculations: additions and multiplications



Neural Networks

Similar to linear regression but more complex function to approximate the data

Source: 

https://medium.com/@abhismatrix/neural-

network-model-training-tricks-61254a2a1f6b



ChatGPT

Language Models



Deep Learning

Deep Learning is using Neural Networks with many layers (that means more 

complex functions)

Source: https://medium.com/@abhismatrix/neural-network-model-training-tricks-61254a2a1f6b



ChatGPT

Language Models



Language models

Modern language models use Deep Learning (Neural Networks with many layers)

Have a dictionary stored with all words stored

A language model is a sequence model: Given a history it predicts the next work 

(like weather or climate)



Language models

Given a history of words, predict the word that has the highest probability of being 

next



Language models

Given a history of words, predict the word that has the highest probability of being 

next

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPRSBzXzavo



Questions?



ChatGPT…



Seems smart

Source: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/



Seems smart

Source: 

https://www.reddit.com/r/ChatGPT/comments/1

0fs9md/marshmallow_story/



Can be used for homework 

of course



Can be used for 

homework of course, 

or the motivational 

speech to do it



Or for creating teaching material



Great poet



ChatGPT can be impressive, but…



ChatGPT…

Source: https://analyticsindiamag.com/freaky-chatgpt-fails-that-caught-our-eyes/

fails on simple logic



ChatGPT…

Source: https://analyticsindiamag.com/freaky-chatgpt-fails-that-caught-our-eyes/

failed on simple 

logic



ChatGPT failed

ChatGPT makes mistakes

There are plenty to find online

But now most of them are not reproducible anymore

Source: https://github.com/giuven95/chatgpt-failures
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ChatGPT failed

ChatGPT makes mistakes

There are plenty to find online

But now most of them are not reproducible anymore

Source https://twitter.com/oktapodia/status/1625223255618363392



ChatGPT failed

ChatGPT makes mistakes

There are plenty to find online

But now most of them are not reproducible anymore

Source: https://twitter.com/vladquant/status/1599828362478129153/photo/1

https://twitter.com/vladquant/status/1599828362478129153/photo/1


ChatGPT fail I could reproduce:

Can struggle with common logic





What is ChatGPT?

GPT = Generative Pre-trained Transformer

Generative means its able to generate content, e.g. text, images, music 

Pre-trained means it saw large text datasets 

Transformer is a special kind of neural network/language model, that works with 

sequences in a way that it assigns each element a weight 

Chat means that is was improved for a chat format



Pretraining of ChatGPT

Huge amounts of texts are collected from the internet, ~570 GB 

Text sources: Wikipedia, books, web text (e.g. Reddit), common crawl (basically 

any text from the internet)

Example training task: Words are left out and model tries to recreate these words

ChatGPT is changed over and over until it gets most of the words correct

Now it is able to predict the word that is most likely give some other words



Fine-tuning

To generate more realistic outputs humans are included

- Given a prompt (e.g. “Write a story!”) they write additional example to show 

the computer program (ChatGPT)

- Then the computer program produces answers and humans rate how good 

the answers were
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ChatGPT facts

Developed by OpenAI (part non-profit, Elon Musk co-founder, Microsoft 
invested billions)

“OpenAI is an AI research and deployment company. Our mission is to 
ensure that artificial general intelligence benefits all of humanity.”

Builds on GPT-3.5

175 Billion parameters (ice cream sales had 2 parameters)

Running costs are 100k$/day

Now available combined with search engine bing “New Bing” or “Sydney”

Sources: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChatGPT, https://blog.invgate.com/chatgpt-statistics, https://openai.com/about/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChatGPT
https://blog.invgate.com/chatgpt-statistics


Not completely new

Builds on development over years

OpenAI started in 2018: GPT-1, GPT-2, GPT-3, GPT-3.5

Exists specialist versions for many application cases, e.g. for code generation (Codex), 
scientific writing 

Source: https://medium.com/@YanAIx/step-by-step-into-gpt-70bc4a5d8714



ChatGPT is not unique



What can ChatGPT do?

Write poems, short stories, essays, emails, etc.

Have a chat 

Summarize a given text

Answer questions

Answer questions about a give text (reading comprehension)

Translate

Write or correct code 

more…



Where is ChatGPT already used and banned?

Programmers use it to be faster

High school and university students use it for essays

Writing of abstracts and introduction for academic papers

Writing a quick email

ChatGPT passed MBA exam

ChatGPT was banned in schools and science journals

Sources: https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/chatgpt-passes-mba-exam-wharton-professor-rcna67036, 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/ariannajohnson/2023/01/18/chatgpt-in-schools-heres-where-its-banned-and-how-it-could-potentially-help-

students/?sh=6f36aa316e2c

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/chatgpt-passes-mba-exam-wharton-professor-rcna67036


Can I detect ChatGPT?

There exist programs that try to:

- OpenAI released a program with 26% correctly detected AI-text and 9% 

falsely detected human-written text

- GPTZero [2] claims to have 98% accuracy

There are slight differences, but there is not always a way to tell for sure.

Human texts vary more among their sentence length. ChatGPT can sound more 

repetitive.

OpenAI wants to release watermark for ChatGPT

Source: https://gptzero.me/, https://www.newscientist.com/article/2350655-openai-is-developing-a-

watermark-to-identify-work-from-its-gpt-text-ai/ 

https://gptzero.me/


Limitations

- ChatGPT can and is often wrong (but is getting better)

- ChatGPT can sound very convincing while being wrong

- ChatGPT is not able to reason or think, it just predicts what is most likely, 

given the patterns that it found in the data

- ChatGPT is not connected to the internet

- No knowledge of current events (trained on old data)

- Can usually not give references for information or just makes them up

- Takes “only” last 3000 words into account (can not produce long texts)



Issues

- Enormous energy consumption

- Bias in data

- Unethical production conditions (underpaid workers had to sort out toxic 

content)

- Potential misuse: Fake news (easier/faster), scam emails, cheating with 

homework

- Has mechanism to prevent to answer requests like “How to build a bomb?”, 

but these can be circumvented

- And more? -> Discussion

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ChatGPT



Future of ChatGPT (and AI)?

Texts will continue to get better

Texts could get longer, e.g. could write whole books

Generation of other media: Images, videos, music

Many tasks could be automated or supported by AI



Questions?



Discussion



A quote from a friend and inspiring colleague

„Pädagogik fragt danach, was Kindern und Jugendlichen hilft, um möglichst gesund 

aufzuwachsen, beziehungs-, liebes- und konfliktfähig zu werden, Durchhaltevermögen zu 

entwickeln, ein tragfähiges Wertesystem zu entwickeln. Sie fragt nicht danach, was der IT-

Branche hilft, ihre Umsätze zu steigern.“

(Eberhard Freitag, Return Fachstelle Mediensucht, Hannover, Germany)

"Pedagogy is oriented toward helping children and young people grow up as healthy as 

possible, become capable of relationships, love and conflict, develop stamina, build a 

sustainable value system. It should not be oriented toward helping the IT industry increase 

its profit."
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